Soldiers’ Angels is honored to work with corporations, businesses, civic groups, and schools to support our brave men and women in uniform and veterans of all eras who have fought so gallantly for our freedom by providing them with essential items to meet their daily needs and help them live healthy lifestyles. We value the support of corporations and businesses to recognize these needs and the willingness to help.

**Veteran Support**

**Box Lunch Kits** – Non-perishable box lunches are given to low-income and homeless veterans who are waiting for extended periods of time at VA Medical Centers for health and rehabilitation appointments. These veterans do not have the funds to purchase a hot meal in the cafeteria or bring a lunch. Soldiers’ Angels provides these box lunches to the hospital personnel to distribute to veterans in need. The box lunch consists of 12 items – ready-to-eat tuna/chicken pack, fruit cup, protein stick/meat, crackers, granola bar, a bottle of water, etc. – in a customized box. At the $10,000 commitment level, a branded notecard with the company’s logo will be provided to the company employees to include a “thank you” sentiment. Cost per box lunch – $12 all-inclusive. *This price does not include shipping of items/boxes to the Soldiers’ Angels headquarters after the event.*

**Hygiene Kits** – Kits of travel and full-size items (12 items) – shampoo, conditioner, lotion, razor, toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, comb, body wash, etc. – in a customized re-usable plastic bag for low-income veterans who are hospitalized or homeless veterans. Typically, VA Hospitals do not provide these items to veterans unless the products are donated. At the $10,000 commitment level, a branded notecard with the company’s logo will be provided to the company employees to include a thank you sentiment. Cost per hygiene kit – $12 all-inclusive. *This price does not include shipping of items/boxes to the Soldiers’ Angels headquarters after the event.*

**No-Sew Blankets** – Hospitalized veterans are always in need of blankets to keep them warm while they are going through treatments or recovering from extensive surgeries or procedures. Many elderly veterans do not have family members to bring them blankets or other items from home. We provide no-sew blanket kits for a twin-size blanket to include the fabric, ribbon to tie the blanket, thank you note card, and basic supplies. We do not supply or send scissors. Cost per no-sew blanket kit – $30 all-inclusive. *This price does not include shipping of items/boxes to the Soldiers’ Angels headquarters after the event.*

**Veteran Food Distributions** – Monthly food distributions in six cities across the United States (Charleston, SC; San Antonio, TX; Denver, CO; Orlando, FL; Atlanta, GA; Detroit, MI) serving 200 low-income veterans with up to 75 pounds of nutritious food. The company sponsors the Veteran Food Distribution and has employees volunteer for the event to set up, bag the groceries, register the veterans, load the groceries in the veteran’s vehicles, thank the veterans, and clean up. A great corporate engagement activity to get 40 to 50 employees involved. Cost per Veteran Food Distribution –
$2,500 or $5,000 per event. An additional $3,000 is added for holiday distributions in November and December to cover turkey and ham costs. All-inclusive

**VA Hospital Luncheons/Dinners** – Luncheons are provided in specialty units of the VA Hospitals to boost the morale of veteran patients. Luncheons must be catered by a restaurant according to the policies of the hospital and are currently dependent on COVID regulations. The luncheon can serve 25 to 100 veterans. Cost per luncheon varies on the number of veterans served – approximately $300 to $500.

**Deployed Support**

**Para-Cord Bracelets** – Para-cord kits include the military-grade para-cord and buckle to fit a standard male/female wrist. Para-cords are highly regarded among the military and serve many survival purposes, especially for combat deploys. Cost per Para-Cord Kits – $7 all-inclusive. *This price does not include shipping of items/boxes to the Soldiers’ Angels headquarters after the event.*

**Care Packages** – Care packages are sent to deployed service members (male and female), Chaplains, and Special Operation Units in combat zones and on humanitarian missions. Soldiers’ Angels has a general wish list of items to include in care packages and some packages are tailored to meet the unique needs of Special Operation Forces Units. We use the large Priority Boxes as we can send more items and larger items in these boxes. The boxes are 12” X 12” X 6” and we can usually get 40 to 50 items (hygiene products, snacks, games, puzzle books, etc.) in a large box. All care packages are shipped through the US Post Office. *The average cost of a large care package ranges from $50 to $75 which includes all of the items and the cost of shipping.*

**Fly Away Bags** – Bags are given to service members who are deploying so that they have some basic items on long flights overseas. Each bag contains some simple hygiene products (toothbrush, toothpaste, hand sanitizer wipes), snack items, a bottle of water, a puzzle book, etc. The cloth bags are reusable. Bags are shipped to units headed to combat zones. Cost per Fly Away Bags –$18 all-inclusive. *This price does not include shipping items/boxes to the Soldiers’ Angels headquarters after the event.*